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In

sjiito

bances

of a llioiisanJ olTorts to penetrate into

srril)al»l«-,

we

States,

in

and bidden

I

know

This secret reason
it,

causes of distur-

is

is

inde-

Revolutions.

all

attended with the

because

It

not wbere, and this indei<cril)able some-

thing, appears to be the efllcient cause of

acquainted with

tlic

perceive that sometliing escapes.

more

anxiety to become

not perceptible in social man.

it is

Chnlcniibriamrx Essay on Revolutions.

on Revolutions,

In

discoiirsiiiir

1)C

occupied by

liut

tliis

in

diMjiiisition,

(lie
it

hrief space designed to

will

i)e

necessary to sei/o

on the prominent parts of the investigation; to overlook

those secondary or ])ro\imate causes which oidy serve to de-

velop latent properties
the

first

principle

;

of

and endeavour,

if

possible,

to

reach

those disturbances in states, which

the writer, above quoted, pronounces to be indescribable and

hidden.

Nor

will

it

be necessary

m\

for

pur])0se, to enter

into an

elaborate or erudite history of the Revolutions of anticpiity, in

order to establish the theory

I

purpose to illustrate

at the principal Revolutions of
shall

modern days

:

attempt; and among such, those of England,

and 1688, that of America,

in

France,

will

in ITM!)

and

iS.iO,

i;,s(),

a glance

will be all that
in

I

IGlO

and the Revolutions of

prove sulVicient,

I

B 1

conceive.
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for

my

purpose

:

my

aim not being to give a history of

civil couiraotions of states,

led merely to changes of dynasty, but to

''

social

cient to account for the disturbances in states,
all

suffi-

efficient

to the conclusion, with Chateaubriand, that

no safe theory upon which

is

man,"

—the

Revolutions.

To come at once
there

the

shew the workings of

a principle, inherent in the constitution of

cause of

all

nor to trace the causes which have

we can proceed

in

our

investigation of the causes of popular Revolutions, but that

"

in spite of a

thousand

necessarily escape us

j

''

detect

effijrts

to

tliat

this

it,

something must

"secret cause,"

wliilc

it

"

is indescribable and hidden," and " not pcrccj)tible in social
man," is, nevertheless, " the efficient cause of all Revolu-

tions,''

is

to extinguish in

experience, and

our minds

down,

to sit

of history and

light

tlic

amidst the darkness

in despair,

which our own ignorance or timidity has created.

What

is

the disposition generated,

state of civilization, that

is,

J

would inquire, by a

a condition of the people where

learning flourishes, the sciences are cultivated, the arts of

encouraged, religion incidcated, and knowlcge

diflused

?

life

Is it

not an increasing desire for further advances in improvement?
a propensity which,

it

might be easily shewn,

is

ingredient in our moral constitution, to enable

a necessary

man

to fulfil

the high destinies of his nature.

Philosophy and religion, equally, combine to forbid men to
set

bounds

to their attainments in

true elements of civilization.

knowledge and

To suppose

that

could, by possibility, be restrained within fixed

nation

where

learning was

people, would be an

generally

diffused

virtue, the

civilization
limits, in a

among

the

absurdity of the grossest kind, yet not

greater than that involved in the oi)inion

advanced by the
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eloquent and,

5

generally, judicious author of the

" View of

French Literature during the eighteenth century," that "
lization at

at another, tliose

glory,
taste,

and

civi-

one period introduces peaccahle and virtuous times,

at

which are vicious

another ignonjiny.

3U<1 agitated
'*

On

;

at

one time

this progress

our
our oj)inions, and our hahilual iinjncssions in a great
"

measure depend, and nothing can prevent such changes

human

society ;"

and, "

in this

it is

manner that

in

civilization,

by alternate periods of repose and agitation, conducts nations
to a state of weakness from which they w

Tpon what

ill

scarcelv return."

human mind such j)ositii>ris as the
am at a loss to imagine or bv what

theory of the

above are founded,

I

;

moral rule the tendencies of knowledge and civilization are
judged by such writers as Chateaubriand, and the one just
quoted,

is

to

me

imbecility or fatuity

and

civilization,

\iewed under buch

utterly inexplicable,

aspects, what a chaos do

human

aflairs

the re>ult of

present

;

what w retched

our boasted intelligence
be true, that " the human intellect is

is

if it

irrevocably destined to

travel

all

over

a certain

course,

in

a

certain time, and, like our planetary system, to accomplish only

a determined

How much

Revolution."

the enlightened mind

is

rality irresistibly tend to progressive

ness and virtue,

— how
it

improvement

much more ennobling

being, to feel that there

nature, which, were

more consolatory to

the thought, that civilization and

is

a

in

mo-

happi-

to a rational

spring of perfectibility in his

not retarded or opposed by selfishness,

ignorance, or prejudice, would for ever obviate, alike, the cause

and the occasion

of

those dreadful

political

disturbances,

which overturn governments, and intro<luce a long train of
disorders and commotions, that afflict and harass the people
!

If civilization, then,

through the union of mankind in society,

U
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ami the consequent rapid and frequent iiitordiange of sentiments, ideas, and opinions,

liaS

a

natural

tendency to create

an anxious disposition for further improvement, wliich, un<luestional)ly,

not,
i>f

the high

is

by possibility, at

a peojdc, generally, than in the

they live

I

?

men

other
pul)lic

character as rulers

members of

individual

itself

government under which

speak not of them here as individuals, but,

their abstract

in

\vc

conceive the circumstance occurring

intprovement more rapidly developing

a spirit of

among

least,

may

prerogative of knowledge,

;

society, they

for

it

may occur

in

that as

may have kept pace with

moral and intellectual attainments, whilst as

men, fettered by the trammels of

to the routine of precedent

;

or as

oflice,

members

and accustomed

of the aristocracy,

or bl.tod royal, born to the highest civil dignities which society

can confer, aud trained in habits of haughty domination, or
ostentatious seclusion from the active classes

have advanced one
entertained

tittle

beyond

;

may not

they

their ancestors in the notion$

by them on the subject of

civil

government

j

nor

have ever, for any practical purpose, reflected on the new
claims and obligations of society, arising from the changes

which civilization may have
of

its

members

;

cflTected in the relative

condition

nor have studied, for legislative purposes, the

position of the nation generally

in reference

to

its

ancient

political institutions.

The memorable

history of Charles the First, of England,

presents a striking instance of the discrepancy which

may

subsist in the character of an individual as a man, and a public
citizen.

In

intellectual

endowments, and scholastic attain-

ments, Charles was fully equal to the generality of the accomplished gentlemen of his
vei V

age: superior in these respects to

many, even of the leaders of the opposition

;

Imt here
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As

comparison ceases.

Viewing with

a statesman, his

/

mind was

stationary.

indifference the mighty revolution in

sullen

public opinion, which was taking place around him

and en-

;

deavouring to re-enact the kinirly policy of the age of Henry

and

became a reproach among a people, whose
new principles and

Eli^abetli, he

minds had

been carried forward by the

opinions, to which the age had given
paralleled

;

with a rapidity un-

l)irth,

and which had traversed a space during the lapse

of a generation, unequalled, for
of mankind,

'llius it is, that

of prescriptive

its

extent, in the moral history

opposed, through the enjoyment

«hich have long conferred mighty in-

rights

fluence, to those measures of reform

demanded by

an inquiring age, and pertinacious

in

the spirit of

abiding by a system of

policy established under circumstances widely differing from

the present, the privileged classes of

all

countries, in a state

of advancing civilization, are in danger of becoming, sooner or
later, objects of the scorn or

hatred of the rest of the

commu-

nity.

The

glory

the State

it

may

—the

l)c

of past ages

quity of the institutions of
selvea,

— the

former prosiMirity of

boasted wisdom of their ancestors
t\wc

with every thing which

medium

country, through the

nation
is

— the

illustrious

and

and

all

members

fixed

in

the

of national annals, extensive

landed possessions, family honours, names and
to render the

— the anti-

identity of thera-

titles

;

all

tend

of the Aristocracy averse from change

:

contribute to foster the illusion that the people, by

some means or

other,

an acquiescence

may

still

be intimidated, or cajoled, into

the continuance of that system of policy so

in

long established, and under which their forefathers enjoyed so

many advantages

;

a

system whicli, indeed,

be a monument of political wisdom.

in its day,

might

Meanwhile, however.

8
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the advance of civilization, the extension of commerce, and
the more general diffusion of knowledge, have created

new wants and desires among the people, who begin
down on the vaunted wisdom of their ancestors with
rence,

not with contempt.

if

many

to look
indiffe-

Their perception of the relations

of society, owing to a more frequent and rapid interchange of
ideas and opinions, has

become more acute

association in their minds

— the

intercourse more refined and serious

they engage more free and spirited

investigation of

character

of their social

— the discussions in which

—

among

was once

lil)erty

\\'hat

become

thera

varied,

felt

as restraint,

cover, in this anomalous condition of the

governed, the incipient principle of
is

more

false
is

more true than

that,

"the

seated

dis-

Government and the

popular

Revolutions

man

!"

Nothing

in tlie very principle of civilization,

eflicient

?

than that " the secret reason, or cause,

not perceptible in social

of Revolutions

and they

AVho cannot

excited, feverish, and discontented.

Nothing

and the

more general and equal.

now

is

com-

the facilities for the

munication of knowledge more ample and
diffusion of wealth

power of

— the

more vigorous

abstract truth more frecjucnt

— the

cause of

all

is

Were

Revolutions!"

princes contented to rule but over barbarians, they need not
live in

rica

dread of Revolutions

:

the hordes of Africa and

Ame-

never rebel against their Chiefs from purely political

motives

known

:

even the semi-barbarous nations of Asia are seldom

to rise against their rulers, except, for acts of personal

aggression

—

never,

I

believe, through differences with

questions of abstract right

:

whilst

among

them on

civilized nations a

jealousy respecting these has given rise to the most frightful
disturbances.

Englibh, in

1

It

G 10,

may

be much

questioned

^^hether

the

had any acts of despotism to tomplain against
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of SO serious a nature, on
liad

part of their Sovereign, as

tlic

t!icy

cheerfully acquiesced in under the reign of most of his

predecessors
(juietly

nor any practical misrule beyond uhat they have

;

submitted to

Certain

it

is

some

duriiifj

that the coujitry

subsc(pieiit eras.

was generally prosperous, and

the people in easy circumstances,

had taken

latterly,

mere name

—

mighty

reality

mighty spring.

a

—a

become

nuiid,

however,

Keligion, fronj being a

—

a sul<ject only of forms

minds of thousands a

the

in

human

practical princi|)lc of governing influence

in this feeling all

and the navy

'i'he

a thing of profession,

and ceremonies had

and

9

— the

orders of the people partook:

the

:

army

and the Senator: more especially

citizen

the Country Gentlemen and their dependants

whose

:

retire-

ment, and exemption from the contaminating influence of the
Court,
ciples,

left

and

them open

to the operation

stricter habits of life,

of those

j)urer

prin-

which an extended ac(piaint-

ance with the Scriptures and the writings of the ancient
Fathers of the Church, silently, but rapidly,
state of

mind and manners could not

fail

This

difViisetl.

to generate a severe

disposition, with a tendency to abstract iiupiiry into the rights

of man, moral, and political
tion

;

which

incpiirics led to a

that a

change

in

the social institutions of the country, of a

nature altogetlicr diflVrent from any

contemplated, or aimed at

in their

Government, was necessary.
felt

convic-

on the part of those who had embraced the new opinions

thing

people had

the

previous struggles with the

Mind

— the region

to be invaded by the measures of the Court

of Soul,
;

defence of the cherished rights connected thcrew

and

was

for the

higher

ith, a

degree of jealousy was manifested by the nation, and a mightier

energy called forth than was ever exhibited by

it

for the

tection simply, of the person or property of the subject

3

pro-

at the

10
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same time every

violation of these

became to be looked upon

in

the aggravated character of an insult to God, as well as an
injury to man.

Nobility,

— the

In this feeling, however, neither the Court

(with few exceptions,)

nor the dignitaries of the

church were prepared fully to participate, owing to the effect
on their minds of those high principles of prerogative, and
prejudices in favour of exclusive privileges and prescriptive
rights, in

which they had been educated. They were, therefore,

soon placed in an antagonist position with the intelligence

and morality of the Country, the
need to trace.

The page

them down

events, and hands

result of

which

of History records these

I

have no

memorable

to posterity as a lesson

demonstrates the necessity there

is

in

which

Countries, where civili-

and more especially where religious knowledge has

zation,

made considerable

progress,

for

the superior classes paying

the utmost attention to the enlargement of their minds, and

the moral regulation of their conduct, as, likewise, that Govern-

ments attend to the feelings of the people upon (juestions of
abstract rights, no less than their opinions upon subjects of

and commerce.

finance
States,

if

are safe

:

In

barbarous or semi-bari)arous

the subjects be in easy circumstances, the Rulers

but by no means can they be assured of this iu

highly civilized nations.

Abstract rights there, by the subtlety of men's minds, and
the

power of

interest

:

association,

so that,

it

arc

will often

become objects of paramount
be, less the degree of sulTering

they really eiidurc, than the sense of injustice, or abuse of authority by which they are caused to sulTer, or from the exercise

of which they may, by possibility, suffer, which instigates

them

to resistance.
Tliat

there

have existed, and

still

may

exist

in

Europe,

DISCOURSE ON REVOLLriON<.
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nhosc love of despotic sway would lead them

to

keep

the mass of their sulyccts in ignorance of any of the further

may

arts of civilization,

well be imagined

:

and that Courts,

generally, would practise this despotism, there
to doubt, but

and since

from the circumstr\nce that

it is

in that Slate

found that "knowledge
in

trivts

reason

covet jwwer:

power," and that

which knowledge most prevails, there

will

f/uantum of power, in proportion to

reside the greatest

population and

is little

tlicy all

extent,

strong

a

temptation

its

continually

is

presented to princes to depart from that policy, on the ob-

servance of which their safety, as dcsiwts, can alone be said

Though

depend.

to

instinctive

dread of

may be

it

Revolutions

clearly perceived

that an

induces weak dcsjKits

to

piefer ruling over imbecile, or semi-barbarous nations rather

than, by encouraging civilization and knowledge

among

their

subjects, risk the loss of that absolute dominion over them, in
tlic

exercise of which they so

much

delight.

'I'here

is

no

creature ujH)n earth so cunning, or so cowardly, as a Despot.

England, an exam|)le to the world

every thing which

in

concerns

civil

lation,

un({uestionably,the most jwwerful nation ujkhi earth-

is,

— the most powerful
or

it»

with her limited boundaries and popu-

policy,

that ever did exist

Xor

any region.

is

upon earth,

the loss of a Heet, or the destruction of an
rially aflcct:

it

is

at

any age

her power of that description w Inch

founded

army could mate-

in the intelligence

and moralitv of

her population, at once the most elTcctive and glorious of

power which can appertain
America has ruined Spain
peared but to infuse

new

to a nation.

— the

life

loss of

lii&t

loss

of nations

all
:

all

of South

North America ap-

and energy into Hritain.

would the dismemberment from her of
leave her less than the

'i'hc

Xor

her present Colonics

first in all

that uiit,'htv

—
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moral influence among men, which

is

the true source of power,

whether belonging to states or individuals.
tioned, however, whether

it is

It

may be ques-

altogether optional, in the present

day, with the governments of the earth, even those armed with

most despotic power, successfully

the

to resist all the ten-

dencies of onr species towards improvement

;

or possible

on

the part of any people, though sunk ever so low in moral and
political degradation, to

condition as

When
stition
itself

members

the heavens are

must

l)C

be baffled

remain for ever indifferent to their

of the great family of
full

aroused from their
in

human

society.

even ignorance and super-

of light,

torpor

— and

despotism

the attempt to retain any considerable

portion of the earth in darkness.

would here emphatically remark, as an important circum-

I

stance connected with modern disturbances in states, relative
to social rights, that they

those parts of the

new

are confined to Christendom, and

world into which Christianity has been

for a considerable time introduced
in their object,

in

and salutary

and that they are rational

:

in their result, in

which the people are removed

in

the exact ratio

their worship of the

supreme Being, from the mummery of superstition and

idolatry.

Tn fact this a])pears to be the very turning point upon which
all

our notions and sentiments respecting the social rights and

duties of our fellow
real heathens,
social

man

will

men move.

Among

positive idolaters

not one just notion respecting the rights of

be f«iund to exist

;

whilst the example of

France, the only instance on record where the experiment has

been

tried, affords incontrovertible

evidence that they could

have no recognition in a community of atheists.

Starting

from the point of positive heathenism, and ascending h\ the
scale of gradations

marked by the

religious systems of juan-

DISCOURSK ON
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R

kind, to the purest and most simple form of Cliristianity,

correspondence

shall find, at every stage, a close

of

men

wc

the notions

in

respecting the suj)rcine Being, always indicated by the

nature of their worship, and their sentiments respecting the
liberties

and happiness of their fcll<i\v-men

:

shewing at once

the vast influence of religion u[)on the condition of social man,

and

the

system

superiority of

for

theological

over every

Christianity

advancing the social happiness, no less than the

moral dignity of our species.
Christianity, as a Religion founded on the eternal relations

of moral Being, must have a tendency, by the magnitude of
object,

and the sublimity of

capacity, strengthen the faculty of association, and

mind

its

doctrines, to enlarge the mental

its

draw

tiie

to the consideration of those abstract truths, connected

the claims and obligations of Society

with morals, from uhich

all

must be derived, and by

a practical application of

condition of social

man

all

which

his important benefits

not, indeed, through a formal

to the

must flow;

" Social Contract," such

as the

genius of Rousseau has so plausibly described, but by the

impetus which every discovery and promulgation of Truth
calculated to give to the
capabilities, its duties,

human mind, by shewing what

and

action necessary to afford to
for

rights

its

its

;

are

is

its

and what the sphere of

newly acquired powers, scope

Hence the nations of Chris-

developemcnt and exercise.

tendom which have made the greatest advances

in

the

know-

ledge of the true relations of moral being, or, in other words,
in the science of true Religion,

in civil

liberty.

It

have made the greatest advances

was impossible that a nation of Europe

could free itself from the trammels of popery, and remain as
fast fettered in political

ant.

And

it

bondage, as before

would have been

it

became Protest-

eijually contrary to every true

14
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theory on the nature of the

and

human mind, could

have been, in their

Italy,

what they are

3

Spain, Portugal,

condition, any thing but

civil

debased and oppressed 3 whilst pertinaciously

adhering to a system of Keligion, formal, superstitious, and

Nothing can be more amusing than

sensual.

to hear

and

read of the various preparations that are continually making,

and have

for the last

Ten Years been made,

General Mina

I)y

and a few others, according to the reports of politicians and

newspaper

writers, for Revolutions in Spain

and Portugal 3 and

the almost breathless expectation with which such persons seem
to await the arrival of every mail, in order to be the first in

announcing the expected general resistance of the people of
these countries to their rulers: aud
forsooth

!

all

upon the ground,

this

that their sovereigns are tyrants

as though a state

!

of political degradation naturally argued a desi*e of the people
to

change

Wcro
dation,

their institutions.

it,

really, true that a state of slavery, or social degra-

was always associated even with a desire

for freedom,

or amelioration, not only Spain, and Portugal, and Italy, would
liave

been revolutionized long ago, but Turkey, and Persia,

and India, and China, and Japan,

where despotism exercises
liave

its

— and every other

been enjoying the blessing of constitutional

That they are not participating
decisive proof, to

my

felt

freedom.

the blessings of freemen,

is

mind, that they are morally or intellec-

tually unfitted to enjoy liberty

have not yet

in

region,

sway, would, ages back,

iron

3

or,

in other

themselves to be slaves.

words, that they

The

consideration

of South America and her hundred rel)ellions, during the last

twenty years, here naturally forces
tion.

Why

itself

upon

our

atten-

have these republics derived, hitherto, so

benefit from their emancipation from the yoke of the

little

mother

DiscouRbi: ON RKVoi.rnoxs.

country, whilst those of Xorth America, in

derived so

much

V^'hy

?
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half the

was one covered with glory

time,

end

at the

of twenty years, while the other remains, yet, clothed with

Every seeming- advantage was with Mexico and
Peruj but every rew/ one was found with Pennsylvania and
disgrace?

New

England.

The

true cause

is,

that the latter possessed, in their advanced

civilization, their sobriety of

more especially

racter, but

true

nature

inspired,

all

of

nioral

manners, and integrity of cha-

in the elevated

sentiments of the

which their religious creeds

relation

the elements of a great and free pcoi)le, while

tlic

former, in their ignorance, their superstition, and versatility.

only so

much

as

was necessary

rebellious slaves, the

individual exceptions,
attained.

Can

it

them successful

to constitute

highest character to which, with a few

they can at present be said to have

be doubted

America were the work

that

the rebellions of South

of a {cw turbulent individuals, favoured

by the peculiar circumstajices of the mother country, and
stigated, principally, by a desire for personal

in-

aggrandizement,

whilst the mass of the people neither understood what liberty

was, nor wiohed for

be happy

its

to return

enjoyment

j

i)ut

would,

I

have

under the dominion of Spain,

under any powerful dominion disposed

to protect

the Revolution

was

the

work

would have encountered every
could

have

surmounted;

in

doubt,

or, in fact,

them from the

harpy fangs of the thousand petty despots by whom,
they are harassed and plundered: whilst

little

at present,

North America,

of a regenerated people,
diflficulty

and

who

which human courage

braved

every

privation

which human endurance could have sustained, rather than
again have submitted to the degrading condition of colonists of

England, or than have allowed the agents they had employed,
to

become tyrants whom they should

serve.

—
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That the progress of
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may be

civilization

by the measures of Governments, and the
tions, thus, deferred,

towards disturbance

i)v

which, inevitably, await on ad-

in states

restrained in their developement,

a politic or resolute government, even

anomalous to the

But what,

spirit of the

may be

it

fairly

ledge

is

man

not weakened

not broken

!

after

is

asked,

is,

— the

policy

its

is

not annihilated

is

— the

momentum
is

by this

in reality, gained

not altered

every thing

whilst

age, can as little be doubted.

procedure? The principle of Revolution
the nature of social

retarded in states
epoclis of Revolu-

That the tendencies

cannot be doubted.

may be

vancing civilization

S.

impetus of know-

of public opinion

is

done which cunning or ty-

ranny can suggest, to avert the day of demand and concession
it

will arrive!

when demand will be made,

by an infuriated populace

— and concession,

of the

;

thunder,

in a voice of

most humi-

liating description, be granted by an abject sovereign.

As

fires

longest pent up iu

with the most resistless fury,

obscurity at length burst out
so,

Revolutions longest deferred

are attended, in their crisis, with the most terrible consequences.

Were

the rulers of nations actuated by a spirit of sound wisdom,

those dreadful convulsions could never arise in states, on ac-

count of social rights, which, after causing the death of thousands
of the citizens, and desolating towns and provinces, leave palaces
desolate, and thrones vacant.

Every act of the Government

would be but consecutive parts of a grand Revolution whose
epoch would be an age, and whose achievements should be
discovered but in the history of successive generations.

It is

only the Revolution of a day, over which humanity has cause
to shed tears,

and nations to blush.

Had

the

same

liberal

institutions been given to France, by her governments, through

gradual concessions during the age which preceded
wliich

it

1

790, and

might easily have been discovered her social con-

—
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(lition

(lemandcd

uould have been conceded by the mis-

as

;

guided Louis and

1/

court,

Iiis

when

the vision of their glorv was

passing away as a morning cloud, France, instead of beinu at
tliis

period surrounded with the

would have been

new

perils of

half a century past,

for

Revolutions,

happy and pro-

sperous under a constitutional monarchy, and Europe spared
the deluge of horrors which succeeded the breaking up of her
ancient institutions.
If disinclination, then, to assimilate the civil institutions of

states with the advanced civilization of their peoples be por-

tentous

of frightful disturbances

neglect, of governments

if

;

the simple

to concede to the

new

wants of their subjects be marked by consummate

what terms

shall

we

— such

— to compel

public opinion to

Yet such madness we have
Statesmen.

infatuation in

tical

Could the attempt have

— not one truism remaining

economy.

If civilization

commit

latterly beheld in Princes

succeeded, there would not have been one axiom
politician

follv; in

characterize attempts to force national

morality to retrograde
suicide.

or

refusal,

intellectual

in

left

for the

the science of poli-

does not awaken the love of

— knowledge does not extend the capacity enjoyment — consciousness of power does not a'^aken the desire
liberty

if

for

if

for possession, then

an anomaly

is

man, with such powers as he possesses,
His experience

in Creation.

his learning without result
it

so

?

France,

I

fearlessly

with

—

answer no

the sudden

is

without benefit

his morality without use.
I

And

the late

But

is

Revolution in

and striking destruction of the

haughty, but, impotent despotism which provoked

it,

is

my

warranty for the emj)hatic negative.

The expansive moral
crying

" Give room

!"

nature of social

The

man

is

continuallv

prejudices of princes and
c

the

—
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who

obstinacy of nobles and priests,

I'lONS.

flatter

themselves

vvitli

security in their liercditary privileges, and prescriptive rights,

leads tliem to exclaim

What

then

this

is

"

We

hidden" something, which
*ions

will not I"

" secret cause"
is

this

" indescribable and

the efficient cause of

Siin[)ly tlie desire of the

?

—

all

Revolu-

people to render their social

condition analogous to an improved moral or intellectual condition

Can any cause be more

!

m:>re efficient

?

natural, and at

tlie

power too subtle

it

for

:

like gravitation

unseen, and exerts

its

—

it is

fostered in the school,

intercourse of society;
nor conspirators,

perfect

its

requiring

and

a

electricity

stupendous powers

secret workings of impalpable communication:

nursery,

is

bayonets to penetrate — and too expansive

dungeons to circumscribe
agitates

— the

Here

triumph of national morality and intelligence.

for

same time

In this behold the force of public opinion

—

it

is

it

in

the

begins in the

matured

in the

neither the aids of plots,

nor clubs, nor demagogues to originate, or

achievements,

NVhenever this moral Revolution has taken place among a
people their political regeneration
it

be effected,

all

is

not far distant: and until

attempts to change the ancient institutions of

the country by violence, ought to be denounced and punished.

To

alter

where
liar

is

not always to improve.

little is

force

amended.

And

Much may

be destroyed

this truism applies

with pecu-

to State (piackery during periods of great political

excitement,

when every man

holds himself competent to digest

the plan of a political constitution for his country, and advances

with boldness opinions on the most complicated questions of
civil polity,

which receive the sanction of

his fellow citizens,

when they would neither ask from him, nor receive advice upon
the most trivial concern
interests

were involved.

in

which their private and immediate
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N'otliing

is

1

*J

so mucli to be dreaded in a State, as the preva-

lence of tliosc confused and extravagant notions respecting

and public

rights, legislation, goveriiineiit,
uliicli shall

ro«juiring

enable every

man

in general,

affairs

to talk about jwlitics, without

from him any sound knowledge on the subjects

and

;

by which men of wicked hearts, and designing minds, wht»
possess an easy style of communication, or a

commanding

flow

of expression, shall be enabled by the promulgation of their
infallible State nostrums, to obtain influence aniont; the citizens

as able politicians.

(if

real well-l)eing

on

commonly be

discovered, at periods

and the institutions necessary

civil society,

to theorize

It will

most profound ignorance of the true nature

like these that the

and happiness,

civil

is

to

promote

its

associated with the disposition

government.

As, at such periods, to talk on politics, appears to be the

duty of every man

;

and as

it is

every body understands that,

natural to take for granted, that
al)out

which every person

discoursing, there arise a rashness and a boldness

in

is

the ad-

vancing of opinions, which, at a superficial view seem to proceed

from the prodigious acquisition which the people have made
in political

what
to

is

ari-^ic

knowledge

j

but which, upon a close examination of

w rittcn and spoken at such times, will be discovered
chiefly

from the vague, and undefined, and generalized

notions which are floating in society, upon the subject of public affairs.

The consequence

of this state of things,

is,

that

there insensibly creeps into the minds of the people a disposition for

change, rather than amendment.

Nothing but utter

subversion will suit the views of the demagogues,
reciprocally rule, and are ruled by popular opinion.
in

their plans

to their theories

who now

Straitened

by the resistance which existing facts present
;

and unable to expatiate so long as uuitual
(

1
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interests arc to be reconciled,

and the peace and order of so-

some such figment

ciety preserved, they fly to

form for an ultimate resource against the entire
over their followers}

as

Radical Re-

loss of influence

seeking in indiscriminate interference w itU

:

every thing which exists, and uncompromising ojiposition to

whatever

established, amplitude for the exercise of that

is

heartless speculation in the dearest interests of society, which

they are habituated to indulge

ignorant

the

for that

fiery

the passionate and

the same time, that

Aware,

at

in their

own

consists.

overweening confidence

and occasion

;

command over

declamation in which their

an

opinions, and lofty pre-

tensions to disinterestedness; with a marked contempt for the

opinions of
dition,

inferior

all

who

arc elevated above

them

in

rank and con-

and a fulsome, and hypocritical adulation to those
station,

the

is

way

multitude, by which they seek to rise to power, they

the greatest Despots upon
in

clubs and

earth

:

in

with the

to obtain that favour

become

and congregating together

associations, exercise,

in

periods

of political

excitement, a tyranny over society the most dreadful which

can be endured,

in as

and assaults you,

To

in

this class of

much,

as

it

meets yon at every corner,

every situation.

men, coupled with the want of steadiness

in

the government, in carrying on their projected plans of im-

provement, France,

in

1790, owed

all its

misfortunes

:

and

botii

might be said to arise from the ignorance, the profligacy, and
versatility of the

mass of

its

population.

The government had no point
the country,

— the people

knowledge, the
f

am

aware, that

of support in the morality of

no safe counsel or direction

in the

experience, or the integrity of their leaders,
I

am

risking a good deal by the following as-

sertion, but a conviction of its truth

emboldens me

to declare,
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La Fayette

is
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answerable to God and his country, beyond

any other man, dead or

alive, for

the delusions and extrava-

gances of Frenchmen, at the period above referred to: and, by
consequence, is implicated to a greater degree in all the
horrible outrages on humanity, and flagrant violations
of sense

and decency which sprung out of them.
In making this charge, I do not intend to
insinuate that
La Fayette was actuated by a. deliberate intention to commit
criuje,

—

or that

uhich delighted

he

was

moved by

a ferwions

disjwsition,

scenes of terror, but that the consequences
of his puerile admiration of the American Hepul)lits,
and his
silly vanity,

"

in

after

having served an apprentircship to liberty,

acrosstheAtlantic, of setting up for himself

at home," and the
confidence placed in his experience in the cause
of Republicanism, by the i>hilosophi/ing legislators, and closet

cducate<l

statesmen,

who had

then become fashionable, and

among whom

he ruled lord of the ascendant, were the same, as
though he
had purposed the mischiefs which followed. A careful
ex-

amination, however, of the ^L^rquis3 conduct from the first
assembling of the notables, in i;S9, must I think satisfy every

mind, that his elTorts were never so sedulously
directed to heal the distresses of his country, as they were
bent
to the subversion of the monarchy.
It is not enough to excmjit

impartial

a politician from the severest censure, that he did not intciul
his plans to be protluctivc of evil, he is onswerable
to posterity
for such a result, being within the compass,
even of a remote
iwssibility.
It is a blessing to mankind, that the
present Revolutionary spirit in France, has become more
attempered by
reason and im>dcration, than on the former occasion
of its devclopcment. Frenchmen, no doubt, would l)e ashamed
at this

time of modelling a jwlitical constitution for their country,
on

•>o

on hlvoli hons.

niscorii&r.

tlie phiiis ul"

Kayiial and Rousseau,

evils of theorizing

Mably and DidLMoi.

'Ibe

on society, regardless of what were

tlie

previous habits, dis{)ositions and attainments; or, prevailing

and genius of

taste
first

its

members, received

in

Kcvolution, a terrible exeuiplifuation.

seems

ever,

though

is

it

to

have profited by

its

France, during
'I'hc

nation,

its

how-

dear bought experience,

almost too much to expect that the late change,

will Lc pro<!uctivc of

no more disorder than

it

has at present

occasioned.
All attempts to popularize the political institutions of old

governments, ought to be done with moderation and discretion.
I

know

it

has become the habit of a certain jwlitical school, to

treat these old

fashiondl words, and the policy wl.ich grows

out of the spirit that dictates them, \Nith the most maiked derision.

'Ilicy significantly ask,

in

order to gain the laugh of

whose meridian, their writings
and speeches are principally designed, " \N hat they would
the i>ot-hou!e politicians,

for

think of a physician, wi.o only strove to
healthy ?"
lity

'

?

make them moderately

—" Of a Moralist who recommended moderate mora-

— " Of a wife, who

founding on

these

talkc<l of her

weak

analogies,

moderate chastity," &c.

?

arguments, apparently,

designed to reconcile the complicated interests of diversified
society, but which,

in reality,

are only

calculated

to

influ-

ence the resentment and excite the passions of the multitude, by representing, that
the least particle of political

it

is

as unreasonable to withhold

power from men, merely, because

they are illcducattd, sensual, and profligate; as
to withhold from

them the means of bettering

it

would be

their health, be-

cause they are sick; of advancing their moral purity, because
they are at present unholy.

In short, that

were the slaves of

uur NA'cst India Island^, in their present dtutc of morula and
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intellectual ricfjradation, through

itnmedintc emancipation,

it

some circumstance,

would

to receive

as necessary and safe,

l»e

them with

since they arc tnen, to trust

23

a |Hiwer

which they

might, nevertheless, through it:norance, at leaht, employ for
the injury of othcri>

,

and that thcic would be the f^ame assu-

knoun

rance to society, nutuithstandir^ the

'

employed

for

flection,

'

th.

had been

tlii-v

\>>

'

'

ght ami re-

,

If the

the \«ays of

thetucms of the Radical School

brace this extent of pro|)osition, then such a
least

at

in

and ou the Continent of Kurope, do not em-

in this country,

may

tv. as thouf>h

.

were well educated, And long practiced

morality and prudrTur.

reform,

fact of their igno-

the privileges conferred, would be as judiciously

rance, that

tliin<;

modetate

as

be raiionaf, and such measrres as would

regulate the dcf;toe of |H»tter to be committed to the |)eoplc

by the capability and di^|>o8ition they manifest to employ judiciou«>ly,

what they already

may be

iMt^oess,

pro|>er

;

and

ul-

timate or Radical Reform, roa) be but an unmeaning catch-

uord, and

t'

a dangerous

I

l.L

'..

.

of

il^ p1aii«,

a cloak for the deni^'ns of

In the reformation of [>olitical aluises,

existing in states, or the coDcession of |>opular rights, so

ought to be done by the government, as
the

!

i

idea of theoiixing on society:

betn found strong enoiigh to
aM^rtain how

own

it

interest, they

opinion,
tlTc.-tive

to

was put

f«»r

a

moment

to entertain the

iU framework has never yet

resist the

t<»gether.

would always allow

shock of an attempt to

Did the people
suflficient

which iulroducc

<ll^nl.^^r•.

and

:i

sec their

time for public

acquire that consistency which should

tothere^lre-H of their gtic\anceK,withni

toiivukkiofis,

much

necessary to meet

moral and intellectual condition of the country,
they ou;;ht ne^er

and

is

make

it

'n-adful
u llifir
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OAvn body, whilst they contribute, in no degree to the betterini;of their condition, proportionate with the sufferings they have

endured through

tlie conflict.

It is,

however, the misfortune of

ardent minds, and they possess, generally, the greatest influence during periods of excitement, that they will not brook

They

even necessary delay.

act as though a few years were of

equal importance in the destinies of nations, as in the lives of
individuals:

— as

though the generation to which they belong

were not merely a link

comprehended the
o[)inion

is

in the

continuous chain of Being, hut

Where

totality of national existence.

directed,

in

public

the present day, against abuses, they

cannot long m<iintain their ground

:

and when

tliat

opinion

is

supported and directed by political knowledge and integrity,
the transition from an

old

to a

accomplished with comparatively
to

any

much cau-

madness of resigning themselves,

the

the

hands of aspiring demagogues,

N\ho

may attempt

bers,

order of things, will be

inconvenience or injury

Nations, therefore, cannot be too

class.

against

tioned

new
little

to

compensate

or

factious

for the paucity of their

by the temerity of their daring;

into

partizans,

num-

and thus plunge the

country into the horrors of domestic warfare, to hasten the
establishment of an order of things, to which the great bulk of
the people arc indiflcrcnt, or in which they arc really not interested, or,

which

if

necessary, for the public weal, would be

accomplished by the operation of advancing

civilization, with-

out any of those dissociali/ing elTects that always spring from
intestine

commotion.

Individuals, however, can in no case be

considered as the cause of Revolution

employed by the public
though

I

know,

it

will, in

:

they are but the agents

carrying out

its

dispositions;

has been customary to ascribe these events

to the influence of seditious societies, or
factious den;agogiics.

the machinations of
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So,
16-10,

it

JD
Enghmd,

has been believed, that the Revolution in

was the work of halfa«lozeu individuals

or ignorance

in

and egotism

j

that four or five persons caused the Re-

hris said,

volution in France, in 171)0.

'I'ho

American Colonies, wore believed,

destinies of our revolted

at

one time, to be altogether

involved in the lives of three or four individual?; and under

Govcrnu)ent was so

this impression, the Englisli

a price upon the heads of

two

silly as to set

How

of these worthies.

posterous! as though the loss of two

pre-

men who were but

in-

struments of the public will, could have caused pn!)lic opinion
to retrograde

cr have rendered national tivili/.ation and

j

know-

ledge, incompetent to the production of their natural results.

The

truth

is,

and

much im-

a lesson which cannot be too

is

it

pressed, that really groat men, are not of the great iujportancc,
as connected with the destinies of nations, wliich themselves,

and

fre<iucntlT their fellow citizens

not Franklin,

rican Revolution,

—

give her freedom!

event created

that

owes much

.\n\erica

appear to imagine.

Adams, and Washington, who created

to

their

genius,

which contril)utcd

the English Cabinet

iu its full

t«»

glory

law

might
s

Could the

!

two individuals have causctl the absence

of reason and recollection in the colonists,

flexile

Ame-

them, as public men.

conferred on them Liberty, security and

the

was

It

but they owed more to America, which

loss of consciousness, in

by

the

of

accomplishment,

have been
state

it

policy

measure of

the

justified,
;

but

at

when

least,

even

could not cause the people to

unlearn one single idea of the knowledge they had previously
accpiired,

— when could not pluck from the heart one hope
— nor erase from the mind one princijde had

imbil»cd,
folly.

it

it

had cherished,

the immorality of the act was equalled only

The

it

l»y its

Revolution must ha\c proceeded, whoever re-

26
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conduct

uiaiiied to

it

to au issue

improved condition of
knowledge,

diffusion of
nists

in short,

J

it

:

had

civil

in the discord

in civilization,

—

created by a stationary and

who were

and, by consequence, in

rapidly pro-

the lofty

all

aspirings connected with such a condition.

^Vhen

sidered, that there are always floating in

mass of

tlie

society, brilliant particles of intelligence,

of power,

wliifh

general

the

in

and religious, among the colo-

antiquated j)olicy imposed upon a people

gressing

foundation in the

its

American Society,

it

con-

is

civilized

and living principles

w ant hut the opportunities and occasions,

such as ivcvolutions present, to enable them to enlighten and
invigorate the bodies

among whom they

are

abiding,

will

it

readily be conceived, that snch events are not contingent
their result, on the lives of
I

venture to observe,

Kngland

in

one or two individuals.

liere,

that

it is

highly improbable that

be able to maintain dominion over any of her

will

large Colonies for a very lengthened period, unless the most

enlightened counsels direct the colonial policy of her govern-

The

ment.
ciples

dissemination

among them,

upon which her national

conducted,
liberty,

of the liberal prin-

institutions

are founded and

have a natural tendency to awaken the love of

and desire

for

independence; which, with their rapid

j)rogress in civilization, arising from the

extraordinary

facilities

for

above causes, and the

improvement they

enjoy,

from

constant intercourse with so enlightened and moral a nation,

must rapidly develop among them the principle of Revolution.

the

\\hether separation from the Mother Country shall be
inevitaide

result of that moral

commenced, among
nics,

Avill

government

entirely
here.

the j)opulation of

change which has already

many

of the large Colo-

depend upon the future conduct of the
If, fifty

or a hundred years hence,

when
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tlicy have,

many

^-i

peoples, arisen to consequence,

Canada,

hold

to

Soathcrn

It

it is

determined
India,

Australia,

Africa,

and

of the larger Islands, arbitrarily, but as conquered

people, or colonists, the instance of the American
suiBcicnt to prove,

States

is

Revolutions will end in their

thtit tlieir

dismemberment from the empire, and

embarrassment,

entail

if

not ruin, on the Mother Country.

An

how

enlightened policy, which knows

to concede to the

growing civilization and intelligence of these remote members
of our great Iwdy politic,

may

preserve them to Britain for

ages, and consolidate Cana<la, and England, and India, in one

bond of mutual interest and happiness, which
their

power indissoluble by

and

mafi,

tlicir

shall

render

influence irresis-

tible in the affairs of the \\orld.

of

colotiization

'I'he

Europeans,
Ijither's

is,

Asia, and

in the political

Reformation

in

Christendom

their

result.

and,

first

operation,

;

t!ie

— but

all

tending to goixl as

evils

their

Every Merchant, Factor, Soldier, Sailor, Traveller,

more

especially,

to the barbarous

barous nations, where they are employed
alone of the

apj)ertain,

if

civilization,

the

may be

every Christian Missionary,

termed an agent of Revolutiim

fault

incipient cause of

them attended with great

a thousand Revolutions, all of
in

and America, by

AfiitM,

world, something analogous ta

:

but

(Joverniuents to which

and semi-l>arit

will

these

be the

countries

Revolutions, inevitable on their advancing

be other than such as hunnnity shall exult at an<l

religion rejoice over.

Nothing can be more absurd than the
in

ddctrir.e

so current

courts and senates, of the danger uhicli attends concession

to the demnntls of the jieople

would,

at all tinies,

:

wise (Government, however,

a

prevent the

nctr.i'ifj/

of dcmancf.

Really
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occupied with the

nation over

affairs of the

and impressed with the conviction of

civil

intellectual

condition,"

it

would be

remove oppressive monopolies,

—

^'^

people seeking to

condition analogous to an improved moral or

render their

posts,

—

their

and

offices, as

constant

aim to
im-

to abrogate vexatious

to curtail expensive establishments,

lete claims

preside,

Revolutions having

all

their rise in the sini])le principle of the

whom they

and abolish obso-

they discovered them to be under-

stood and felt by the people.

Nor would

the exercise of their

important functions be confined alone to sensible grievances,
such as these

:

as

knowledge increased, and the people became

when they were

addicted to the employment of moral force,
suffering,

—

instead of that pliysical

power which

is

always had

recourse to in periods of ignorance and barbarism, for the
redress of social grievances, they would give greater freedom
to the expression
civil

eligibilities,

tution,

—

of public opinion,

— simplify the

curtail the

allow those

— extend

the sphere of

external forms of the consti-

assumptions of the privileged classes,

j)rescriptive rights,

—

dis-

which incorporated bodies

enjoy, to the injury of their fellow citizens,

— and

abolish those

invidious distinctions from society, those dissocializing prerogatives, which are a continual source of heartburnings

by referring

a civilized people,

to a former condition of

among
domi-

nation and servitude,
I

repeat,

suffers

it

is

fault

tlie

of the

Rulers,

Revolution be traced by the crimes
the blood

it

lutions, as

The
it

ever a nation

if

the honors of intestine commotion, or the course of a

has spilled.

we have

principle

grows out of

it

has perpetrated, and

In a well-ordered state, such Revo-

witnessed, never can occur.

of

Revolution

his nature, as

a

is

inherent

in

social

man,

moral and intelligent being,

:

^
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and

the process by which he

is

to arrive at

is

cessions of social happiness and glory.

It

with the destinies of nations, when that which
the institution of

then, an inde-

who

on the character of those

lible disgrace

are intrusted

designed,

is

for the greatest good,

society,

greater ac-

still

is,

in

becomes, to

themselves and others, a source of the most tremendous

evils.

Such, hitherto, have been the bloody steps by which nations

have advanced to the enjoyment of constitutional freedom
until Revolution

has become a sound of horror, a word of

portent, rousing the

direful

:

mind

to considerations

And, so long

humanity turns pale.

the

as

at

whicli

despotisu*

of

Princes, and the selfishness of the privileged classes, and the

ungovernable passions of peo{)le,

or

necessitate,

demand,

Revolutions, which ought to have occui)icd an age, shall

that

be accomplished in a day, will mankind have cause to dread

them

as terrible visitations.

Under

this violent character only could

teaubriand contemplated Revolutions,

"

tlic

social
is

not

was

:"

in the

which, in reality,
nature of

Man

thus.

Is there

declared, that

not perceptible in

is

saying no more

to love evil,

as

evil,

tlian that it

a truism

Can

this

its

own simple

it

The

character, stands

not a propensity, in social Man, to seek for

in his social happiness

augmentation

?

be eftectcd, whilst his social condition as a Citizen,

dreadfully discordant

Certainly not
the

is

M. Cha-

not worth while, under such circumstances, to utter.

question of Revolution, in

is

when he

secret reason, or cause of them,

Man

be, that

it

!

with his moral condition as a

The Revolution which has taken

Man, must be met by

Man

?

place within

a corresponding Revolution without

him, or disorder and disturbance, which shall shake the very
foundations of society, will sooner or later,

l)e

the consequence
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and so necessary, and so imperative on
respondence, that in order to effect

and the most

terrible evils be inflicted

competent judges of the measure of

at all times,

ment necessary

to assimilate their moral

answer, certainly not

the

and encountered.

may, perhaps, here be inquired, whether the people

It

I

his nature, is this cor-

when opposed by power-

most dreadful measures will be had recourse

ful obstacles, the
to,

it,

designing,

—

gratified

?

exasperated by

elate with the prospect of success,

of past injuries,

are,

improve-

and social condition

Incited by passion,

— stung by

—
— and proud of the powers, of which they

the recollection

cuuistances,

!

civil

by their new

cir-

now

feci

themselves to be possessed, they uniformly carry, during the
crisis

of Revolutions, and the periods of excitement

\\hich

precede them, their schemes of social improvement to some
extravagant length, incompatible with their present capacity
for use or

enjoyment: always being addicted to give a prefer-

ence to what

is

theoretically true, rather than that which ex-

perience has proved to be practical and necessary.

Revolution,

then, ought

always

Ciovernuientj not of the people

;

to

be the

work of the

except through the expres-

sion of public opinion, tlie only species of

power which the

people can beneficially employ, for the redress of grievances,
at least, in

old States, where a long indulgence in habits of

venality and corruption by the Government, and a widely ex-

tended ramification of interests springing therefrom, and per-

vading

all

classes of the commuiiity,

must create a strong

position in favour of the existing order of things,

among

dis-

large

masses of the Citizens.
Physical force ought never to be employed for the correction
of social evils, until every species of negative resistance has

been proved to

1)C

unavailing.

DisroLKSK ON

AVhcn despotism has arrived
merity, that

it
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audacious te-

at that stale of

a raockery'of suflfering, aud tramples on

makes

remonstrances, sacrificing alike the propcty, the persons, and
consciences of

Men

to its ungovernable lust of dominion,

that so their

is

impotence may be exposed, and their crimes

Such

punished.

it

such Tyrants at the tribunal of nature,

justiftaljlc to arraign

cases, however, can rarely,

ever, occur

if

among a moral and intelligent people public o[)inion lias too
much influence, to allow such a monster to acquire strength.
:

To

return, however, as a concluding reflection, to the con-

sideration of our

coverable,

pr in c'lJ) !e:
of

illustrative

if

there be no lational theory dis-

(iisturl,>ancc3 in States,

— no

immu-

table principle existing in society, which can be demonstrated
to be the efficient caixr of Revolutions,

stitution

— nothing

of civilization, «hich disposes

irresistible impulse,

in the

to seek for an assimilation of the

powers and properties of A\hich

its

con-

by a secret,

it,

but.

varied

nature consists, thct»

may

Tyrants well venture ujion a settled plan of resistance to the
wishes and wants of their subjects, and, rationally, hope to
escape with impunity

Second

of

:

— then

England,

is

the character of

unimpeachable

as

a

James the
and

politician;

Charles the Tenth, and his Ministers, are justitied to reason
the experiment of

the ordinances of

the Twenty-sixth

in
«)f

July.

Revolutions, then,

may

either be

tainable principle, existing in society

and

cfticient cause,

which

gerous oven to overlook,

—

it is

or,

resolved into some ascer;

have either some natural

madness to

trifle

with, and dan-

they are but the accidents of some

contingent relation of person nnd circumstance, which,

one can be cut
danger

ofl",

or the other interrupted in

will be altogether dissipated,

its

if

course,

the
the

and the elements of des-
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]>otism

remain permanently undisturbed.

these two aspects the infatuated

and Charles the Tenth of France, and
])lated the

I'ndcr

wliicli

of

James the Second of England,
contem-

eir Cabinets,

t!

theory of disturbances in states their conduct too

glaringly manifests, to admit of doubt

which of the two

5

is

most consonant with the principles of Truth and reason, their
sudden and utter overthrow as clearly and strikingly demonstrates.
A\'hcther the events which have transpired on the Continent
of Europe, during the last few months,

recognition,

among Statesmen,

will lead to a formal

some such principle as the

of

one here advocated, and thus dispose them to render, by the

Government, the increasing knowledge and virtue of

aids of

Man

to

available

the

great stock of social

whether Princes and Senates
against the

first

will

still

happiness;

go on.

or

Legislating

principle of Civilization, as though Revolutions

spring out of the Earth, or fixed causes would not produce
their natural effects, because

should not.

Kings and Ministers willed they

Time only can shew.

adopted, which

I

pray

Should the former course be

God may be

done, at least, in our

own

country, a visible and beneficial change will soon be apparent
in the condition

of civilized society

:

should

it

be resisted,

through pride, or contemned, through ignorance, political convulsions of the most terrific kind will continue to agitate and
desolate the nations
tries,

;

and England, no less than other Conn-

must ere long become the Theatre of the most

frightful

contests.

London

:

rrintod by J. Toiiten, 14,

Dean

Street, Solio.

